SUPPLEMENTAL AGENDA OF REGULAR MEETING OF
THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
APRIL 15, 2015

Robert M. Czech, Chairperson
Thomas J. Perna
Richard E. Williams
WITHDRAWAL OF APPEALS

The following appeals were withdrawn and removed from the hearing calendar:

Oliver Keller, Correction Lieutenant, Southern State Correctional Facility, Department of Corrections, 15 working day suspension.

Daniel Robbins, Senior Correction Officer, Southern State Correctional Facility, Department of Corrections, removal.

ACTION:

SECTION A – HEARING MATTERS

A-9 ANDREW J. BISCIEGLIA

Andrew J. Biscieglia, Firefighter, City of Atlantic City, Fire Department, removal effective August 19, 2014, on charges of conduct unbecoming a public employee, neglect of duty, and other sufficient cause.

Recommendation of the Administrative Law Judge – Modify the removal to a five-day suspension.

ACTION:

SECTION B – MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS

B-41 TIMOTHY HOOLAHAN AND MICHAEL MCKUHAN – CSC DOCKET NOS. 2015-2724 AND 2015-2725

The Township of Little Egg Harbor, on behalf of Timothy Hoolahan and Michael McKuhan, request that they be permitted to participate in the intergovernmental transfer program and to complete the remainder of their working test periods as Police Officers with Little Egg Harbor.

ACTION:

B-42 TOM PETRYKIEWICZ – CSC DOCKET NO. 2015-750

Tom Petrykiewicz appeals the decision of the Division of Classification and Personnel Management which found that his position with the Department of the Treasury is properly classified as Auditor 3, Taxation. The appellant seeks an Auditor 2, Taxation job classification.

ACTION:
B-43 LENORA ROSS – CSC DOCKET NO. 2015-749

Lenora Ross appeals the decision of the Division of Classification and Personnel Management that the proper classification of her position with the Department of Environmental Protection is Technical Support Specialist 1. The appellant seeks a Network Administrator 1 job classification.

ACTION:

B-44 R. C. – CSC DOCKET NO. 2014-1905

R. C., an Assistant Crew Supervisor Mechanics with the Department of Law and Public Safety, represented by George Daggett, Esq., appeals the determination of the Office of Equal Employment Opportunity, stating that the appellant failed to present sufficient evidence to support a finding that he had been subjected to a violation of the New Jersey State Policy Prohibiting Discrimination in the Workplace.

ACTION:

B-45 C. P. – CSC DOCKET NO. 2014-1797

C. P., a Secretarial Assistant 3 at Ann Klein Forensic Center, Department of Human Services, appeals the decision of the Office of Equal Employment Opportunity, which found sufficient evidence to support a finding that she violated the New Jersey State Policy Prohibiting Discrimination in the Workplace.

ACTION:

B-46 ROSLYN JEFFERS – CSC DOCKET NO. 2015-195

Roslyn Jeffers, a County Correction Officer with Camden County, represented by Stuart J. Alterman, Esq., requests reconsideration of the decision rendered on May 7, 2014, which denied her request to consolidate the appeals of her removal and denial of accidental disability retirement benefits at the Office of Administrative Law.

ACTION:

Gennaro Basso, Fire Captain (PM1100SR), Atlantic City; Brian Kaczka, David Korzun Alfred Liana, Vincent Parlavechio, Edward Ratyniak, and Michael Smith, Fire Captain (PM1101S), Bayonne; Wojciech Masiak and Adam Miick, Fire Captain (PM1104S), Bloomfield; Ahmal Bunche, Cesar Gutierrez and Octavius Knight, Fire Captain (PM1110S), East Orange; Luis Atienza, Scott Clarke, Thomas Kelly, and Kevin Mulroy, Fire Captain (PM1111S), Elizabeth; Fabio Cologna and Anthony Diaz, Fire Captain (PM1123S), Hoboken; Kenneth Bulger, Joseph Ferraro, represented by Timothy Alexander, Esq., and Matthew Mitchell, Fire Captain (PM1126S), Kearny; Duane Crawford-Cobbs and Thomas Jenkins, Fire Captain (PM1131S), Newark; Nelson Rivera, Fire Captain (PM1135S), Orange; Sean Duffy, Thomas Dyk Sr. and Ryan Shouldis, Fire Captain (PM1136S), Paterson; Kenneth Febles, Fire Captain (PM1138S), Perth Amboy; Kenneth Stout Jr., Fire Captain (PM1143S), Trenton; Steven Ameli, Fire Captain (PM1147S), West Orange; Brian Salmon, Fire Captain (PM1154S), Belleville; Jeffrey Bracken, Fire Captain (PM1161S), Clifton; Patrick Hagan and Christopher Oliver, Fire Lieutenant (PM1163S), Gloucester City; Brian Majewski, Carl Tattoli Jr. and Grzegorz Wronski, Fire Lieutenant (PM1172S), Linden; David Funk and John Sher, Fire Lieutenant (PM1174S), Margate; Ryan Mauriber, Fire Lieutenant (PM1179S), Passaic; John Coppola, Fire Lieutenant (PM1182S), Plainfield; William Brower, Michael Davitt, Helmut Krauth and Brian Rocklein, Fire Lieutenant (PM1186S), Union Township; Patrick Lento Jr., Fire Lieutenant (PM1187S), Ventnor City; Michael Feeney Jr., Maureen Nally, Cormac Quinn and Billy Stanton, Fire Officer 1 (PM1194S), Jersey City; and Joseph Caruso, Charles Snyder, Jose Vargas Jr. and Stefan Vassallo, Fire Officer 1 (PM1195S), North Hudson Fire and Rescue Service, appeal the correct responses to various questions on their respective promotional examinations.

ACTION:

B-48 BONNIE CASTERLINE – CSC DOCKET NO. 2015-1062

Bonnie Casterline appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services which found that she was below the minimum requirements in experience for the qualifying examination for Secretarial Assistant 3, Non-Stenographic, Department of Children and Families.

ACTION:
Kerrisue Kowardy appeals the determination of the Division of Selection Services that she did not meet the experience requirements for the promotional examination for Administrative Secretary (PM0243S), Hamilton Township.

ACTION: